
WEEK 7: Global Value Chains & MNE Strategies for Exploiting EMs. 

MNE’s edge: 

 Ownership advantages: well-known brand names; efficient innovation processes; sophisticated technologies. 

 Internal markets (from global network): capital (raising financial capital for growth); labour (attracting talent). 

 

Strategies for exploiting MNEs stem from the four opportunities: 

1. Mega-markets with potential for sustainable growth.  

2. Learning to compete with EMNEs. 

3. Cost-efficiency platforms.  

4. Innovation platforms.  

 

1. Mega-markets: tapping into mega-markets by: 

a. Market segmentation:  

o High-end and premium products: focus on global tier of market.  

o Middle and standard products: initially focus on global tier and gradually extend into glocal. 

o This may require minor adaptions and customisation. Anticipate competition in these segments. 

 

 Example (Uber): enters new markets with a glocal or local focus. 

 Which market segment should MNEs target? 

o Due to institutional voids, MNEs initially focus on catering to the global segment.  

o Absence of reliable market research makes it challenging for MNEs to understand local customers. 

o Underdeveloped logistics restrict the ability of MNEs to distribute their products outside major cities.  

o MNEs may opt to not tailor their strategies to the developing market (costly and cumbersome).  

o Market share lies in the lower tiers and MNEs have to use different strategies to exploit this.  

 Note: It is not enough for MNEs to pursue a cost leadership strategy in EMs (they must also maximise value). 

 Over time, the glocal tier becomes the battle ground between local companies and foreign MNEs.  

 Example (Apple): is facing increasingly tough competition for the iPhone in China. 

o Overall sales in China fell 33% in Q2 2016 (compared to the same period in 2015).  



o Reasons: rise of domestic companies (Huawei, Oppo, Vivo and Xiaomi have 56% market share); 

imitation of the iPhone design; local marketing strategies employed by domestic companies. 

b. Treating institutional voids as opportunities: 

o MNEs have an edge in many intermediaries because they offer expertise, credibility and experience. 

 E.g. accounting firms, consulting firms, market research, global executive search, legal firms.  

o Enter underdeveloped sectors (e.g. retail, real estate, infrastructure, venture capital, training).  

 Example (GE): supplied locomotives for trains for the Chinese Qinghai-Tibet railway project. 

 This was aimed at responding to opportunities in transportation infrastructure.  

c. Diversify business and product offerings: in order to maximise customer base.  

o Example (GE): has a multi-track mindset (healthcare, finance, appliances, aviation, energy).  

 

MNEs need to anticipate and prepare for competition from local companies (in glocal and local segments).  

1. Value leadership: price wars; design copycats; product features; product offering; speed to market.  

2. Hiring managers with local knowledge.  

3. Gearing marketing towards local customers (mode, language).  

4. Exclusive deals and acquisitions (or alliances) to gain access to an established customer base. 

5. Local support: building a network with governments, national ‘champions’ and the media.  

 

2. Competing with EMNEs:  

 Establish organisational linkages such as collaborative partnerships (alliances and JVs) with local companies. 

 Locate close to EMNE clusters (e.g. IBM and GE established operations in Bangalore and close to Indian IT).  

o Proximity helps to build relationships.  

o Readily tap into local talent, resources, suppliers and other low cost strategies.  

o Timely access to strategy information.  

 Proactively establish social networks and guanxi to build relationships and trust.  

 

3/4. Global value chains (cost efficiency and innovation): locating disaggregate value chain activities in EMs to 

maximise cost-efficiency and unlock innovation opportunities and, in turn, gain global competitive advantage.  

Three important questions: 

1. What are global value chains (GVGs)? 

o Value chain analysis views a company in terms of activities.  

 It analyses (at the sector level) each link from the ideation of the product to post-use disposal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 If all activities occur in-house, then the company is perfectly vertically integrated.  

 Non-value adding activities are outsourced (and even offshored).  

 The separability of individual activities lends itself to breaking up the value chain.  

 Note: separating activities is more challenging for service-based industries.  

 The mobility of activities means each activity can be performed at the most efficient location. 

 MNEs disaggregate their activities globally to create GVCs for maximum efficiency. 

o GVC for any product or service consists of a number of geographically dispersed and interlinked 

activities (e.g. upstream R&D, component supply, distribution, disposal and recycling).  

o By ‘mapping’ this process from start to finish, strategy-makers can better determine where they can 

capture greater value within each national component of the GVC.  

o Too much disaggregation leads to high coordination costs.  

 


